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ABSTRACT 

Testing a system-on-chip (SoC) result in serious challenges due to the growth of volume and test power 
consumption of test data sets. Several compression techniques for test data came into light for reducing volume of the test 
data and its scan power. This paper mainly concentrates on increasing the compression ratio and power consumption for 
scan vectors through new three coding compression technique. This encoding scheme includes block merging along with 
three types of coding techniques to obtain efficient compression of scan test sets. This paper review the impact of 
compressed test data on consumption of power and test application time are also considerable. The actual test data is 
decoded with Simple decoder architecture. Experimental Results on ISCAS89 benchmark circuit shows the effective ratio 
of proposed method compared with prior works. 
 
Keywords: three coding, test data compression, test compatibility, test power, test application time. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Test application time and large volume of the test 
data are the demanding problems in testing over system on 
a chip (SoC). SoC has multiple intellectual properties (IP) 
core embedded in chip circuit becomes more complex 
with large volume of test sets. Several factors like test data 
power, test data volume and testing time determine the 
complexity. Each of these blocks must be trained with 
larger test patterns that are pre-computed. The SoC having 
large volume of test data surpasses the storage capacity of 
Automatic Test Equipment (ATE), and even increase more 
test power and high time required for testing. 

This paper focuses on optimal selective count 
compatible based run length, which achieves maximum 
compression with less test cost. They used 10 code run 
length along with selective count method. Block segment 
concept is used in inter and intar merging technique.  

Test power is another factor which causes 
dynamic power dissipation for test patterns, which is 
reduced due to switching activity between the test data 
patterns, while testing the chip on SoC having power 
consumption is necessary since excessive power can cause 
high power consumption which damages the Circuit under 
Test (CUT) to be tested.  

Optimal selective count compatible based run 
length, which achieves maximum compression with less 
test cost. They used 10 code run length along with 
selective count method. Block segment concept is used in 
inter and intar merging technique [1]. 

The thermal based test data compression by using 
dictionary based coding method. Minimized transition 
count in scan chain is used in this method. They proved 
less compression in Thermal based don’t care filling and 
higher temperature produced in compression based don’t 
care filling [2]. Based on LFSR compression ratio along 
with low power consumption of test patterns, its Shift 
power and capture power is discussed with Compatible 
block code. They also worked to resolve the conflict bit 
which occurs between low power filling and LFSR seed 
encoding [3]. 

Using Dynamic reseeding of LFSR method is 
proposed. Combinational decompression is employed on 
LFSR input without the need of phase shifter / state 
skipping module. This method promisses huge test 
coverage, reduces hardware resources and less test 
application time [4]. Another one method is flexible Run 
length code to achieve higher compression ratio and 
shorten test pattern application time. The internal 2-n PRL 
codes the reference segment divided into 2n patterns 
inside the single segment. Thus multiple segments are 
compatible with N runs of N-PRL [5]. 

More Power is consumed in test mode rather than 
in normal mode. The switching activity causes the power 
consumption in test patterns [6]. On minimizing the 
switching activity test power can be reduced. The bits with 
unknown values are filled with zeros and ones, such that 
the power is calculated by using weighted transition metric 
(WTM) [7, 8].Time for test application is high where the 
volume of data is large, which leads to have more test cost. 
It is determined by transfer of test patterns of ATE 
memory frequency. The large volume of test data is 
reduced to gain low test application time [9]. The 
limitations of ATE memory is overwhelmed by reducing 
test application time for SoC circuits.  

Many compression techniques for test data are 
proposed for the problems having testing time and power 
by abusing the unknown bits. The pre-computed test data 
reduces actual number of bits used for storage in ATE 
memory [6, 7, 13, 17]. The compressed is to be 
decompressed using decompress or architecture to apply in 
Circuit Under Test (CUT) for the test sets. The test power, 
test data volume and test application time is reduced by 
test compression method. Linear decompression, broadcast 
code based and scan based schemes are some of the 
schemes reduces that volume of test data. 

This paper categorizes the other sections as, the 
works are related to the method proposed in section 2, 
proposed compression method to validate the compressing 
data in section 3, the process of decompression is shown in 
section 4, the test power is shown in section 5, the 
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Experimental results for the above proposed method are 
shown in section 6 and ultimately in section 7 shows the 
conclusion for the work. 
 
2. RELATED WORKS  

In the process of reducing the compressed test 
data several compression techniques are used.Linear 
decompression shifts data linearly using LFSR reseeding 
and XOR operations for encoding the test data [3] by 
automatic test pattern generation (ATPG). And here the 
broadcast scan based schemes shifts the data from single 
scan chains to multiple scan chains. It reduces the 
decompression area of the test data. The linear and broad 
scan schemes low area overhead. In Code based schemes 
the test data is partitioned and encoded with   special 
symbols. The symbols are then replaced with code word to 
obtain the compressed data [2]. Normally the precomputed 
test data is higher than the compressed data. Larger the test 
data more memory of Automatic Test Equipment (ATE) is 
required, resulting in reduced compression ratio. The 
compressed data not only reduces ATE memory but also 
gives low test power and lessens test application time. 

Golomb codes of group size with variable length 
to a run of 0’s. Golomb-codes are mainly of two different 
parts named prefix and tail. Use run of 0’s as input pattern 
test sets for greater compression.Compression and 
decompression based on Golomb codesfits for 
compressing the precomputed test sets of System On 
aChip (SoC).  The main advantages are, it is a less data 
compression and gives lower area [4]. Data compression 
technique has test independent methods which runs with 
1’s and 0’s. FDR code [5] is a run length code with 
variable to variable thatrunswith 0’s. It has prefix and tail 
with same size of bit to form code word which are 
assigned with frequency of variable length. The changing 
of inputs gives various results. The EFDR code (extended 
FDR code) is also similar to FDR but runs with both 1’s 
and 0’s [6]. To determine run length of 1’s extra bit 0 is 
replaced with 1 at starting of code word formation and the 
test power is high.  

A unique approach to minimize the test data 
power and volume[6] is obtained by TRP to decrease data 
volume, power andtime required for the test pattern. It is 
based run length code to increase compression ratio and 
mapping the unknown bits to zeros and ones in reducing 
the scan average power and test application time. The 
paper [7] shows the concurrently encoded data for test data 
compression and to reduce time for the chip under 
testing.The independent compression techniques, BM [9] 
technique merging the compatible consecutive blocks of 
precomputed test data and filling the blocks consisting all 
0’s and1’s to compress the data. The BM-8C [10] is 
another independent technique that encodes every merged 
block and one or many consecutive and compatible blocks 
for converting each of the merged block to a relative code-
word according to eight properties. It is row-column 
reduction routine to decrease test data volume. 

The compression method 9C [8] splits the 
symbols and finds whether the two halves were specified 
with 0’s and 1’s then encodes the data with nine symbols. 

The test non independent techniques SHC [15] which 
encodes the data according to frequency occurred. The 
variable length input huffmann code also encodes as 
frequency occurred for the test patterns. Shift in power 
was focused by paper [18] with threshold method of 
unspecified test patterns. Appropriating indexing and 
encoding is in this method for reducing switch activity of 
the test patterns.  

Low-power scan operation [1] achieved by 
compression test vectors. The compressed data will be 
saved in the memory of ATE. Again the data is recovered 
by the on-chip decoder. Mostly it doesn’t need the 
structural information of the embedded cores.Low power 
selective compression different stages of test data is 
formed then applying the code word method to get 
compression ratio. The data is taken linear and splitting 
the test data patterns process to take long time. Then 
binary values are used to map the test sets, to determine 
testing power[18].Coloring algorithm method is used in 
paper [19] which promises for low power test pattern 
compaction.XOR network based scan power reduction 
was identified in [20] travelling salesman problem is used 
to find out the least number of test pattern switching. 
 
2.1 Novelty of this proposed work  

Test data compression is one of the major issue 
need to be considered in modern VLSI testing. Better and 
efficient Run length code is proposed in this work. This 
method focuses on efficient three coding run length 
compression technique along with block merging method. 
This proposed encoding method promisses more 
compression ratio, better test application time and low 
power consumption than compared with previous work. 
Experimental results also evident that proposed decoder 
architecture  consumes less area than earlier proposed 
methods. 
 
3. PROPOSED COMPRESSION METHOD 

The proposed compression method is related to 
partitioning of the total test data into different blocks of 
bits sized b where b is multiples of 2, and merges the 
partitioned, consecutive and compatible blocks. These 
blocks are said to be compatible only if corresponding bits 
are same or one bit be X (don’t care bit). Merging all 
consecutive compatible blocks into one merged block with 
count to represent how many blocks merged [10]. 
Encoding the partitioned test data with proposed three 
properties half-compact, half-invert and uncompact. The 
merged block is said to be half-compact only if first half of 
the block is compatible with next half of the block. If the 
merged block is said to be half-invert only if first half of 
the block is inverse compatible with remaininghalf part of 
the block. The merged block is said to be un-compact 
when it doesn’t have both compatible and inverse 
compatible and it is mixed of 0, 1 and X (don’t care bit). 
The  Considering an example of the test data 
10XX0X1X1X1X0X0X11XX is divided into two blocks 
of bit size as 10 and is formed as 10XX0X1X1X and 
1X0X0X11XX the formed blocks are apparently two 
consecutive and compatible blocks and they are merged 
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into a single block as 100X0X111X with merged count 2. 
After merging these all consecutive compatible blocks, 
BM_8C [10] has used the 8 properties to encode the test 
data to achieve 68.14% of average compression ratio. The 
proposed method used three properties to encode the test 
data and achieved 69.9% of compression ratio. This 
increases the 1.76% of compression ratio and reduced the 
uncompressed merged test data. Compression achieved for 
the above test set is generated by Mintest [11] for six large 
ISCAS89 benchmark circuits. 

Table-1, as described in [10] shows the encoding 
of test data as divide into five groups B0-B4 for the 
merging of consecutive compatible blocks. MC column 

provides the merged count for the merged blocks and 
having prefix and tail to form the codeword to encode the 
test data. If MC belongs to first group (MC = 1) that 
indicates it doesn’t merged with any block. If the merged 
count is in between 8 to 15 (8 ≤ MC ≤ 5)then MC 
belongs to fourth group A3 indicates that number of bits 
used. The group B2 has prefix 110 to indicate the count of 
merged block that liesin between 4 to 7, and group gives 
the utilization of bits to add in codeword. For each and 
every group the proposed compression method uses three 
properties as shown in column types and tail is formed 
according to the prefix and types to encode the test data. 

 
Table-1. Encoding table for proposed compression technique. 

 

Group MC Prefix Types Tail Code word 

 
B0 

1 0 half-compact 1 + block/2 0 + 1 + block/2 

   
half-invert 0 + block/2 0 + 0 + block/2 

   
uncompact block 0 + block 

B1 2-3 10 half-compact 1 + block/2 10 + 1 bit + 1 + block/2 

   
half-invert 0 + block/2 10 + 1 bit + 0 + block/2 

   
uncompact block 10 + 1 bit + block 

B2 4-7 110 half-compact 1 + block/2 110 + 2 bits + 1 + block/2 

   
half-invert 0 + block/2 110 + 2 bits + 0 + block/2 

   
uncompact block 110 + 2 bits + block 

B3 8-15 1110 half-compact 1 + block/2 1110 + 3 bits + 1 + block/2 

   
half-invert 0 + block/2 1110 + 3 bits + 0 + block/2 

   
uncompact block 1110 + 3 bits + block 

B4 16-31 1111 half-compact 1 + block/2 1111 + 4 bits + 1 + block/2 

   
half-invert 0 + block/2 1111 + 4 bits + 0 + block/2 

   
uncompact block 1111 + 4 bits + block 

 
Table-1, as described in [10] shows the encoding 

of test data as divide into five groups B0-B4 for the 
merging of consecutive compatible blocks. MC column 
provides the merged count for the merged blocks and 
having prefix and tail to form the codeword to encode the 
test data. If MC belongs to first group (MC = 1) that 
indicates it doesn’t merged with any block. If the merged 
count is in between 8 to 15 (8 ≤ MC ≤ 5)then MC 
belongs to fourth group A3 indicates that number of bits 
used. The group B2 has prefix 110 to indicate the count of 
merged block that liesin between 4 to 7, and group gives 
the utilization of bits to add in codeword. For each and 
every group the proposed compression method uses three 
properties as shown in column types and tail is formed 
according to the prefix and types to encode the test data. 

Table-2, shown the example of test data encoding 
with block size 10 and data is formed into blocks from C1 
to C10 as unmerged blocks. The blocks C1-C2, C3-C7 and 

C8-C10 are consecutive compatible blocks then the blocks 
are merged to form merged block, MC column represent 
the count for merged block. Type column represents which 
type of data is formed and the compressed codeword is 
formed. The last column length indicates total bits formed 
from codeword then total length gives the compressed test 
data. Here the second merged block count is 5 and first 
half of the block is inverse to second half so it forms half-
invert block having codeword 110 01 0 011X0. The 
codeword having prefix 110 to indicate the count of 
merged block  that lies in between 4 to 7, 01 represent the 
binary representation of MC, 0 represents the type of the 
block half-invert and 011X0 represents first half of inverse 
merged block. The encoding is similar for other blocks of 
data. The proposed method compress the total test data 
containing 100 bits to 33 bits having compression ratio 
67%.  
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Table-2. Proposed encoding example. 
 

 
 
4. DECODING METHOD 

A decoding architecture is formed for the 
proposed compression method to decode the original test 
from the compressed data to perform design under test 
(DUT) as shown in Figure-1. The design is scanned fully 
having single out. The compressed data having codewords 
can be stored in memory of ATE then sending one to next 
bit for testing over Data_in (D_in). The decoder has finite 
state machine (FSM) having clk (clock) as input is 
considering as ATE clock and clk_dut is the input clock 
for testing the circuit. The En_out is control signal for scan 
out data which are generated from FSM. The decoding 
process have some blocks of decoding such as decoder, 
register, counter, array of multiplexers and buffer. These 
are described briefly to decode the encoded data. 

The decoder has input clk and the D_in comes 
from register counter, enables the decoder data through 
FSM and D_out is fed to register counter which has data 
reset for the merged count then reg_D is used to store 
values and reset using data_rst containing from FSM, the 
decoder has n bit data and when enabling en_dec will 
decreasing reg_D for every clk cycle. The counter is used 
for block lengths of data provides with clk_dut is reset to b 
bit blocks. Several states of FSM is controlled with 
counter which the codewords are recycled. 

The architecture has array of multiplexers for 
blocks of data and every mux has 0, 1 and Data_in as 
inputs and sel signal is used for selecting the two control 
bits. Any one of the signal is selecting output of FSM, if 
the data has half-compact then the first half of the data 
remains same and leaves to output to buffer. 

 

 
 

Figure-1. Decompression architecture for compressed three coding. 
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Figure-2. Finite state machine for decompression. 
 

To shift the bits buffer is used as bit shift register 
to store output data from mux and them to out data. The 
data is comes out when En_out and shift signals are set to 
1. Then output of scan decompressed data is send through 
(scan_out) out port  and the data is back to the buffer. 

In Figure-2 shows the FSM for the 
decompression architecture which is used to identify the 
codewords and to activate the other signals that are 
controlling data sending bits. Let us considering the 
merged type is half-compact the first half of the block of 
decompressing data is selected and produces the same data 
of d0 - d (b/2-1). If the type is half-invert it inverse second 
half of the data and select value for d (b/2) - d (b-1). The 
sel signal is selected to determine every half of the block. 
The FSM has out 0, 1 and data_in to generate the types of 
merged data. The FSM has the states S0, S1, S2 and S3. It 
has S01 to S07 states to check the prefix bit and fed the 
next bits to state S1. The blocks merged stores in the states 
S04 to S07. Considering S01 state if D_in = 0 it goes to 
S07 similarly if D_in = 1 it goes to S02. The process will 
continue for further states and moves to store the values. 
The states S2, S3 and S1 represent the type of code it 
activates. S2 activates half-compact, S3 activates half-
invert and S1 activates un-compact only when tail starting 
bit is not occurred. The signals are further loaded depends 
on the occurrence of merged count. The signals have reset 
the block length of data. 
 
5. POWER ESTIMATION 

The compressed test data on power consumption 
during testing is determined. This paper shows how the 
test power is consumed by filling unknown bits with 
appropriate binary values for the merged data.In SOC 
consumed power is addressed into two types named as 
dynamic and static power. When transitions are occur 
from one to zero and zero to one the dynamic power is 

taken into account. While the process of power consuming 
leakage power caused by static power which is not 
considered in this paper. On using the Weighted Transition 
Metric (WTM) [18] test power consumption is estimated. 
The WTM models for the power consumption not only 
depends on the transitions occurred for test patterns, it also 
depends on various positions. Weighted transition metric 
is mainly associated to switching activity during scan 
chain operation for circuit under test. WTM for the scan 
vector is applied by considering scan length of the circuit. 
Let us consider a scan test vector V = V , , V , , V , , … V ,  and length of the test vector is l. 

WTM for test patterns is calculated as, 
 WTM = ∑ (V , ⊕ V , + )−= ∗ l − q      (1) 

 
Considering an example of the test data 

10X01X101X010XX1 is divided into two blocks of bit 
size as 10 and is formed as 10X01X10 and 1X010XX1The 
divided blocks containing X is filled as 10001110 and 
11010001 and applying the Weighted Transition Metric to 
calculate power. This is caused by switching activity 
between bits transferred. The data having the length 8, the 
power is 12 for first value and 16 for the next value, this is 
achieved from equation (1).  
 
6.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

The experiments that are conducted on six large 
ISCAS89 benchmark circuits have achieved best 
compression ratio. The proposed three coding technique 
gives the better compression for the Mintest [12] test sets. 
The other code based schemes are considered to compare 
with proposed method to show better results. 

The proposed three code compression technique 
provides various blocks of compression as exhibited in 
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Table-3. The 2nd column in Table-3 contains total number 
of test data bits. The next column block size has 1 to 9 
columns shown the blocks of different sizes and the last 

column shown best compression ratio among all blocks. 
The percentage of compression ratio (CR) is calculated as, 
 𝐶𝑅 % =  𝑇 −𝑇𝑇 ∗        (2)

 
Table-3. Compression ratio for different block size. 

 

 
 

In above equation the total test data is represented 
with TD and total compressed test data is represented with 
TE. The proposed three code compression ratio is 
compared with other existing methods like Golomb [4], 
FDR [5], VIHC [14], SHC [15], 9C [8], EFDR [6], BM [9] 
and BM_8C [10] and the best compression ratio for 

benchmark circuits is shown in Table-4. The average 
compression ratio is provided in last row of Table-4. 
Considering circuit s13207 and comparing the proposed 
with FDR and VIHC achieves 6.98 % and 4.8 % high 
compression ratio respectively. The higher compression 
leads to less testing time and low test power. 

 
Table-4. Comparison of compression ratio with other code based techniques. 

 

 
 

The decompression is performed for the proposed 
encoded test data for ISCAS89 benchmark circuits in HDL 
languages. The percentage of area overhead 
decompression is calculated as, 
 AOD % =   aa   a ∗      (3) 

 

On achieving the high compression ratio the area 
of decompressor causes more cost, considering the circuit 
s9234 and comparing with [10] the area increases up to 1.5 
% and for the circuit s38417 it reduces to 0.8 %.  Table 5 
show the proposed three code area overhead with other 
existing methods as Golomb [4], FDR [5], VIHC [14], 
SHC [15], 9C [8], BM [9] and BM_8C [10]. The 
decompression area costs more so can use the other 
compression techniques for low area overhead. 

 
Table-5. Comparison of area overhead decompression. 

 

 
 

Now test power is analyzed for the circuits using 
(WTM), the total and average power is considered for the 
unmerged and merged data. If total set of test data contains 
N vectors 𝑉 , 𝑉 , 𝑉 , … 𝑉𝑁 then the total power is obtained 

by summing the all the vectors 1 to N. The average power 
is obtained by dividing the total power by total number of 
test sets. The total power and average power and is 
calculated as, 
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𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒 𝑡 𝑡𝑎𝑙 = ∑ ∑ (𝑉 ,  ⊕  𝑉 , + )𝑙−= ∗ 𝑙 −𝑁𝑣=     (4) 

 
𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒 𝑎𝑣𝑒 𝑎𝑔𝑒= ∑ ∑ (𝑉 ,  ⊕ 𝑉 , +1)𝑙−1=1 ∗ 𝑙−𝑁𝑣=1 𝑁      (5) 

 
Table-6. Comparison of total and average power. 

 

 
 

Table-6 represents the comparison between the 
total power and average power for unmerged and merged 
data for the circuits for proposed three code technique. 
The average of average power is reduced to 231 units after 
compressing the test data leads to get low average power. 
The total power is also reduced for test data. 

Table-7 represents the comparison results of 
average power for the proposed three code compression 
technique with existing methods such as Mintest [12], 
DC_BT [18], FDR [5], EFDR [6], ERLC [19]. The three 
coding technique gives better average power on comparing 
to existing methods. The average power achieves up to 
83.3 % on comparing with the Mintest test sets. 

 
Table-7. Comparison of average power with existing methods. 

 

 
 

The test application time (TAT) is described for 
the proposed three code compression technique to 
calculate the upper bound for the compressed data as 
shown in [1, 16]. The testing time is analyzed for output 
data has a single scan chain. The frequency considered for 
ATE frequency is clock (clk) frequency and scan 
frequency is out frequency, wheref < f . The 

frequency for the scan out is f = αf . The value of α 
(alpha) is greater than 1 and it is the powers of 2 to 
synchronize the values. The TAT is calculated for 
different values of alpha. The upper bound is calculated by 
considering the T  time required to shift the compressed 
test data and T  time required to decode the 
compressed test data. So, the TAT for scan out is given as, 
 TAT  ≤  T + T       (6) 
 
The data is shifting to tester frequency, the time required 
to shift the compressed data is given as,  
 T =  Tc         (7) 

where TE is the compressed test data. Similarly to decode 
the data time is required is given as, 
 T =  To         (8) 

 
Hence, the test application time to find upper 

bound for the total test data and is given as, 
 TAT  ≤  Tc +  To        (9) 

 TAT  ≤  Tc +  Tα c     

  (10) 
 

Table-8 represents the comparison of test 
application time for upper bound with other existing 
methods like Golomb [4], FDR [5] and TRP [1]. 
Considering the circuit s13207 with α = 16 for FDR and 
comparing with proposed method gives 28 % of time 
reduction while testing.  
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Table-8. Comparison of test application time for upper bound. 
 

 
 
7.  CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presents three coding compression 
techniques to lessen the test power, test application time 
and to improve compression ratio for SoC based design. 
Three types of symbols are used to encode the 
precomputed test data to achieve 69.9 % of compression 
ratio for ISCAS89 benchmark circuits. The test power is 
reduced through switching activity transition of bit filling 
with 0’s and 1’s using WTM. The average power is 
reduced up to 83.3 % when compared existing methods. 
The test application time is made to reduce with increasing 
of compression ratio. The area of decompression cause 
more cost. 
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